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CV

Charity / Non Profit work
2011 – 2017, AptART, Creative Director, Artist and Graphic Designer
Working with marginalised communities in Mozambique, Democratic Republic
of Congo, Turkey, Kenya and Jordan.

Selected Solo Shows
2012 - White Walls Gallery, Congo - SF, USA
2011 - White Walls Gallery, 2 Man Show with Adam Caldwell - SF, USA
2011 - Signal Gallery, Favela - London, UK
2009 - Signal Gallery, Generation Undone - London, UK
2009 - The Printhouse, Next Generation Print Show - London, UK

Selected Group Shows
2010 - Black Book Gallery, True Brits - Denver, USA
2010 - Stolen Space, Never Judge? - London, UK
2010 - 941GEARY, As They See It - SF, USA
2010 - Lebasse Projects, Culver City Artwalk 2010 - LA , USA
2010 - Blackall Studios, Au Secours-Art for Haiti - London, UK
2010 - White Walls Gallery, Never a Dull Moment - SF, USA
2009 - Signal Gallery, Mixed Signals - London, UK
2009 - Mutate Britain, Mutate Britain - London, UK
2009 - Leonard St Gallery, Represent - London, UK
2008 - Signal Gallery, Mixed Blessings - London, UK

Artist Residencies
2012 - White Walls Gallery, Shooting Gallery, 941 Geary - SF, USA

Education
2005 – 2008, Central Saint Martins, BA Hons Fine Art, London, UK
2004 – 2005, Central Saint Martins, Art and Design Foundation Diploma, London, UK

Skills
Creative programs include:
  Illustrator
  Indesign
  Photoshop
Word, Excel and e-mail applications
Image manipulation
Retouching
Photography
Film
Creative direction
Contemporary painting
Mural painting
Art installations
Sign design and painting
Experienced in 3 dimensional work and sculpture
Strong understanding of composition and spatial awareness
Extensive knowledge of contemporary art and design

Contact
Jonathan@jonathandarby.com



aptART : Non governmental, not for profit organisation set up to promote awareness and prevention of issues 
affecting children's lives. AptART aims to empower marginalized children through art and mural workshops. A 
simple website to showcase the work of aptART with a news feed to keep visitors updated.
Logo : aptART stands for Awareness & Prevention Through Art. The logo is a play on words incorporating the 
meaning of apt (capable/able) whilst abbreviating the full name of the organisation.



REFUGE : Imagery, branding and logo design for AptART’s exhibition of children’s work 
produced in Zaatari refugee camp, Jordan. The images taken in the refugee camp have been 
developed to incorporate the dry dusty atmosphere, while the text is made up of an image 
of the refugee camp.



REFUGE : Imagery, branding and logo design for AptART’s exhibition of children’s 
work produced in Zaatari refugee camp, Jordan. The images taken in the refugee 
camp have been developed to incorporate the dry dusty atmosphere, while the 
text is made up of an image of the refugee camp.



Paint Outside The Lines : Imagery, branding and logo design for AptART’s regional 
project in Syria, Iraq, Jordan & Turkey.
Logo : The Logo comprises of text that was handwritten by children, as well as a map 
of the region made up of flags of each nation. An image of a Syrian child displaying the 
peace symbol represents Syria on the map.



Alma : Alma is a recycling centre in Mozambique. The local community working at 
this centre create recycled arts and crafts from the materials that they salvage from 
the rubbish.
Logo : The brief was to incorporate all the elements that encompass what Alma is 
about; Conserving Nature, African Culture, Embracing Imperfection and Recycling. 
All of these are encompassed in the shape of a bottle cap, the most commonly used 
material in the crafts.
Catalogue : All the products within the catalogue required photographing. Imagery of 
the recycling centre and the workers was also integrated with rough textures to achieve 
the rustic nature of the centre.
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Take Note London : The brief was to create a document that introduced 
the concept behind the Take Note Music Conference. Take Note is an 
educational music conference for students and young professionals. 



Take Note London : Brand development and various marketing material for Take Note 
music conference. Documents included a website holding page, E-shots, brochures, 
presentation slides, social networking material and various online active gifs.



Heart Break Hotel : An intricately designed, purpose-built structure where the audience checks-in to an immersive theatre event. 
These are some quick first response ideas that incorporate the dilapidated, and at times bleak, atmosphere of the once glamorous Hotel.
Image: The image of Brighton Pier sets the backdrop with image manipulation of the sun peering through the clouds along with the 
incorporation of seagulls. A rough texture and peeling wallpaper was also incorporated to emphasise the run-down feel of the hotel.
Logo : Keeping the dilapidated feel in mind, the logo consists of a once glitzey, broadway style, bulb-lit sign that is now falling apart.



Background Bars : Background bars specialize in event bars for festivals, weddings, private parties and launch events within 
the U.K. This brief was to create a document to showcase the brand’s services whilst incorporating the existing branding. 



The Golden Age Boutique Hotel : The brief was to develop branding for a hotel 
located in Cape Town. The hotel itself is a fully furnished and reconditioned DC-8 
Passenger Jet Liner that has been decommissioned. The vision for the branding was to 
encapsulate the glamour and chic of the highflying scene at the dawn of commercial 
air travel in the 1960s. A sunset palette proved to be the most appropriate whilst 
incorporating strong references to Cape Town.
Logo : The Logo incorporates a reference to a sun setting with slick Miami style 
typography.



NT’s Bar : NT’s is an open plan, New York loft style bar with 
urban views of Hackney, London. The brief was to create a 
multipage document that showcases the bar for event hire.



Night Tales : Development of a simple, yet effective wintery branding for Night 
Tales events. Documents included a portfolio, E-shot, brochures, menus, flyers 
and various social media material.



Summer Tales : Development of a cool, summery sunset branding for Summer Tales events. Documents included a 
portfolio, E-shot, brochures, menus, flyers and various social media material.



Heart Break Hotel : An intricately designed, purpose-built structure where the audience checks-in to an immersive theatre event. 
These are some quick first response ideas that incorporate the dilapidated, and at times bleak, atmosphere of the once glamorous Hotel.
Image: The image of Brighton Pier sets the backdrop with image manipulation of the sun peering through the clouds along with the 
incorporation of seagulls. A rough texture and peeling wallpaper was also incorporated to emphasise the run-down feel of the hotel.
Logo : Keeping the dilapidated feel in mind, the logo consists of a once glitzey, broadway style, bulb-lit sign that is now falling apart.

Tokyo Nights : Branding for Night Tales winter event: Tokyo Nights. The brief was to 
include the filthy run down streets of Tokyo whilst incorporating elements of Japanese 
culture. Documents included an E-shot, brochures, menus, flyers and various social media 
material.
Logo : The logo is a continuation from the Night Tales logo but also includes a Japanese 
version of Tokyo Nights below.



Night Tales Flyers : Various flyers for Night Tales events.



Night Tales Newsletter E-shots : Various newsletter E-shots that incorporate imagery and are 
designed to have active links.



NT’s Bar : NT’s is an open plan, New York loft style bar with 
urban views of Hackney, London. The brief was to create a 
multipage document that showcases the bar for event hire.

USAID, IREX & Takamol Gender Equality Program : The brief was to run a mural project that discussed and made 
public the issues of gender inequality. This was achieved through the completion of various murals with local communities 
across Jordan.
Women’s Economic Participation Conference : Upon completion of the mural projects, there was a second brief to 
convert the murals into designs that embellished tote bags, folders, various stationary and merchandise for the Women’s 
Economic Participation Conference in Amman, Jordan.



In addition to my design work, I have extensive experience as a figurative 
painter, a photographer and video & installation artist. I am also the Creative 
Director of AptART, a non-profit arts organisation committed to bringing 
mural and painting workshops with an educational component to conflict 
affected children around the world. The objective of the organisation is to 
give a voice to the voiceless in an interactive, attractive and positive way.

I have worked with former child soldiers, child prostitutes, refugees and street 
kids in various locations across the world. Some of the locations I have worked 
in include Mozambique, Eastern Democratic Republic of Congo and the 
western capital, Kinshasa, Turkey, Mathare Slums in Kenya, Vietnam, Jordan 
and also Zaatari and Azraq Refugee camps. These projects covered topics 
such as HIV & AIDS awareness, women’s rights and gender equality, peace & 
unity, environmental awareness and youth empowerment. The outcome of 
these projects included large-scale murals, canvas paintings, elaborately painted 
vehicles and musical pieces that were completed in collaboration with children, 
volunteers and other artists.

My humanitarian work is integral to my personal art practice as it sets the 
context of my work.

B A C K G R O U N D  I N  A R T S



Favela Exhibition : This painting is from my Solo show 
FAVELA in Signal Gallery, London. The exhibition was in 
association with Children At Risk Foundation (CARF) Brazil, a 
charity that works with street children in Sao Paulo. As well as 
paintings, I also built a full scale installation of a fully furnished 
Favela inside the gallery. This was accompanied with multiple 
soundscapes and video to recreate the ambiance of a real life 
Favela.

The show aimed to highlight one of the most serious social 
issues affecting Brazil. Thousands of street children face life 
in the streets while the government turns a blind eye. There 
are reports that death squads are frequently contracted to 
cleanse the streets as a means to cull the increasing number 
of children in the cities of Brazil.

The painting shown is of Roney, one of many children that 
CARF cared for. Roney was brutally murdered in the streets 
of Sao Paulo alongside his friend Julio Cesar. The piece is titled 
Roney 15.01.2008, the date of his death.



Congo Exhibition : My Solo show CONGO in White Walls Gallery, San Francisco, was a response to a mural and painting project that I ran in the Democratic Republic of Congo in association with 
AptART. As well as producing paintings, I also built a full scale, two-story installation of Goma, a town in Eastern Congo that was recently ravaged by a volcano. Soundscapes and video accompanied 
the installation to recreate the ambiance of real life Congo.



Night Tales Flyers : Various flyers for Night Tales events.

Congo Exhibition : The portraits of the children were painted from my photographs taken whilst documenting our mural and painting project. The children we worked with, who were the subject of 
the exhibition, came from very difficult backgrounds. Some were former child soldiers whilst others were street kids. The power struggle for territories and minerals amongst various rebel factions is highly 
dominant and widespread in Eastern Congo. Everyone is affected. On numerous occasions shelling and gunfire could be heard very to close to the locations we were painting in.



Night Tales Newsletter E-shots : Various newsletter E-shots that incorporate imagery and are 
designed to have active links.

Vietnam : Detailed shot of a painting produced during my 
time in Vietnam focusing on street kids in Hanoi. 



Social Equality Project, Mathare Slums, Kenya : Mathare is one of Nairobi’s oldest slums and home to 700,000 people. The aim of the project was to raise awareness about inequality and disregard 
for poorer communities in Nairobi. The children painted large portraits of themselves standing up to those who do not take them seriously or listen to their needs. Phrases were also directed at governing 
bodies that do not give poorer communities input in making decisions that impact the city and its inhabitants. Equal representation is key to reducing both economic and social gaps between people. The 
large portrait painted by myself incorporated the imagery and text of the youth’s paintings.



In addition to my design work, I have extensive experience as a figurative 
painter, a photographer and video & installation artist. I am also the Creative 
Director of AptART, a non-profit arts organisation committed to bringing 
mural and painting workshops with an educational component to conflict 
affected children around the world. The objective of the organisation is to 
give a voice to the voiceless in an interactive, attractive and positive way.

I have worked with former child soldiers, child prostitutes, refugees and street 
kids in various locations across the world. Some of the locations I have worked 
in include Mozambique, Eastern Democratic Republic of Congo and the 
western capital, Kinshasa, Turkey, Mathare Slums in Kenya, Vietnam, Jordan 
and also Zaatari and Azraq Refugee camps. These projects covered topics 
such as HIV & AIDS awareness, women’s rights and gender equality, peace & 
unity, environmental awareness and youth empowerment. The outcome of 
these projects included large-scale murals, canvas paintings, elaborately painted 
vehicles and musical pieces that were completed in collaboration with children, 
volunteers and other artists.

My humanitarian work is integral to my personal art practice as it sets the 
context of my work.

Gender Equality Mural Project, Jordan : Detailed shot from one of several murals painted with women about gender equality and rights in Jordan. This mural was painted at a local gym for women 
located 7 kilometres from the Syrian border in the small town of Kharja. After a workshop and discussions, the women from the gym painted phrases on the mural as a response to the oppression women 
experience in Jordan.



Peace Paint Project, Democratic Republic of Congo : These images were taken during a project in Eastern Congo that focused on respect, inclusion and maintaining a healthy community. War is 
present on these children’s doorsteps and can be heard daily, from every direction. With that in mind, our purpose was also to let these kids have as much fun as possible to take their minds off the 
tragic circumstances they find themselves in. Activities included painting classes, mural painting, hip hop workshops and even painting the organisation’s three heavy duty vehicles.



Congo Exhibition : My Solo show CONGO in White Walls Gallery, San Francisco, was a response to a mural and painting project that I ran in the Democratic Republic of Congo in association with 
AptART. As well as producing paintings, I also built a full scale, two-story installation of Goma, a town in Eastern Congo that was recently ravaged by a volcano. Soundscapes and video accompanied 
the installation to recreate the ambiance of real life Congo.

Syrian Refugee and Jordanian Cohesion Project, Jordan : Close up 
photograph of a young Jordanian participating in our workshop about 
respecting others regardless of background, ethnicity or economic status. 
Jordan has absorbed over 1.3 million refugees during the Syrian crisis. 
With a current total population of 9.5 million, the refugee crisis has had 
substantial impacts on resources such as water and livelihoods. This has 
lead to tensions rising as Jordanians find it harder to keep up with Syrians 
willing to work for much lower wages. Our workshops aimed to bring both 
Jordanians and Syrians together to discuss how these issues affect their lives 
and what outcomes can be reached to overcome these difficulties. These 
ideas became the content of the murals.



Congo Exhibition : The portraits of the children were painted from my photographs taken whilst documenting our mural and painting project. The children we worked with, who were the subject of 
the exhibition, came from very difficult backgrounds. Some were former child soldiers whilst others were street kids. The power struggle for territories and minerals amongst various rebel factions is highly 
dominant and widespread in Eastern Congo. Everyone is affected. On numerous occasions shelling and gunfire could be heard very to close to the locations we were painting in.

Syrian Refugee and Jordanian Cohesion Project, Jordan : Various murals from across Jordan and Zaatari Refugee Camp, which is home to some 150,000 Refugees. During my time working in the 
camp, we completed several murals that focused on water conservation and humanitarian themes. Other activities that we coordinated and directed were wheel barrow painting, canvas painting, kite 
making and painting, and more activities that focused on the well being of the children and the development of positive personal and mental health.
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Vietnam : Detailed shot of a painting produced during my 
time in Vietnam focusing on street kids in Hanoi. 


